
Stoneraise School Curriculum Statement 
 
Subject: French (KS2 Only)           Subject Leader: James Webb 
 
Overarching Curriculum Statement 
 
At Stoneraise School, our vision statement is, ‘Living and learning together to care for each other and our world.’ Our curriculum has 
been designed to focus the children’s learning on this statement. We are based on the rural outskirts of the historic city of Carlisle 
and the majority of our pupils travel from local housing estates within the city. We try to make the very most of our beautiful 
surroundings at every opportunity. From Hadrian’s Wall to the mountains of the Lake District, we ensure that our children gain an awe 
of the majestic landscape on our doorstep. Developing friendships, keeping ourselves safe and preparing our children to be the 
‘citizens of tomorrow’ are all key parts of our curriculum as we follow the journey on our 'Pathway to Success'. 
  
Our curriculum ensures excellent coverage of the National Curriculum (Years 1-6) and Foundation Stage Early Years Curriculum 
(Reception children).  We have fully embraced the higher expectations set out in both curriculums and have devised our own units 
of work for each subject area so that we can ensure a sound progression of learning. We also have a core team of specialist 
teachers who are passionate about their curriculum area; these teachers work with different groups of children each year. Our team 
includes PE, music, art and computing specialists. 
   
Our ‘Sticky Knowledge’ approach is used to help children to be aware of what they will learn through each unit or topic and help 
staff and pupils to make an assessment of what has been learned. We share key knowledge that we would like to ‘stick’ in the 
children’s long term memory, present vital vocabulary they will come across to encourage the children to expand and develop their 
use of a wide range of words. Sticky notes (which include word banks, diagrams and other important information) are often used to 
support the children in the short term in their learning. 
 
Subject Curriculum Statement 

At Stoneraise School our French lessons, give pupils opportunities to communicate for practical purposes around familiar subjects 
and routines. As it is a Key Stage 2 subject, we have a coherent and cyclical progression which is fine-tuned across four years of 
work. We provide balanced opportunities for communication in both spoken and written French. Lessons incorporate a range of 
teaching strategies from independent tasks, paired and group work including role-play, language games and language detective 
work. 

  



Intent 

At Stoneraise School our aim is to instil a love of language learning and an awareness of other cultures. We want pupils to 
develop the confidence to communicate in French for practical purposes, using both written and spoken French. Through our 
scheme of work, we aim to give pupils a foundation for language learning that encourages and enables them to apply their 
skills to learning further languages, developing a strong understanding of the English language, facilitating future study and 
opening opportunities to study and work in other countries in the future.  

Kapow Primary’s French scheme of work supports pupils to meet the national curriculum end of Key stage 2 attainment targets 
(there are no Key stage 1 attainment targets for Languages). 

 
Implementation 

Six strands run through our French scheme of work. These are:  

o Speaking and pronunciation  
o Listening 
o Reading and writing 
o Grammar  
o Intercultural understanding  
o Language detective skills  

We use a spiral curriculum, with key skills and vocabulary revisited repeatedly with increasing complexity, allowing pupils to revise 
and build on their previous learning. Cross-curricular links are included throughout our French units, allowing children to make 
connections and apply their language skills to other areas of their learning.  

Our scheme of work focuses on developing what we term ‘language detective skills’ and developing an understanding of 
French grammar, rather than on committing to memory vast amounts of French vocabulary. Differentiated guidance is 
available for every lesson to ensure that lessons can be accessed and enjoyed by all. In order to help pupils, retain their French 
learning, we provide information about how to incorporate French into the classroom environment every day in our ‘During the 
week’ sections.  

Strong subject knowledge is vital for staff to be able to deliver a highly effective languages curriculum. Each unit of lessons 
includes multiple teacher videos to develop subject knowledge and support ongoing CPD. Kapow has been created with the 
understanding that many teachers do not feel confident delivering the full languages curriculum and every effort has been 



 
Scheme of Work Selection 

Following consultation with staff and governors, Stoneraise School leaders selected Kapow Primary’s French scheme of work. This has 
been designed as a spiral curriculum with the following key principles in mind:  

• ✓ Cyclical: Pupils revisit key vocabulary and grammar concepts again and again  
• ✓ Increasing depth: Each time vocabulary or grammar learning is revisited, it is covered with greater depth  
• ✓ Prior knowledge: Upon returning to each area, prior knowledge is utilised so pupils can build on previous foundations, rather 

than starting again  

CPD and Training 
 

• Teacher videos are available with every lesson to ensure subject knowledge is in place before delivering a session 
• Staff audits are used to monitor subject knowledge 
• Further training is available to any staff who request further support and guidance in their teaching of French 

 
Assessment Strategy 
 

• Regular quizzing through Google Forms, use of Kapow’s assessments, Kahoot! and Memrise 
• Children’s books are an excellent way to see progress and curriculum coverage 
• Discussion with teachers, both formally and informally 
• Half-termly progress updated on our tracking system – Insight Tracking (children who are working towards or working at the 

expected standard) 
 
The children will:  

• Be able to engage in purposeful dialogue in practical situations (e.g., ordering in a cafe, following directions) and express an 
opinion.  

made to ensure that they feel supported to deliver lessons of a high standard that ensure pupil progression. Lessons include a 
section entitled, 'Teacher knowledge - language points' to explain key grammar and other details to the teacher before the 
lesson, together with a Key vocabulary and pronunciation presentation with sound files to demonstrate the correct 
pronunciation. Many of the other presentations included in the lessons also include sound files, supporting teachers who are less 
confident with their own pronunciation to deliver the lesson and support the children's learning.  



• Make increasingly accurate attempts to read unfamiliar words, phrases, and short texts.  
• Speak and read aloud with confidence and accuracy in pronunciation.  
• Demonstrate understanding of spoken language by listening and responding appropriately.  
• Use a bilingual dictionary to support their language learning.  
• Be able to identify word classes in a sentence and apply grammatical rules they have learnt.  
• Have developed an awareness of cognates and near-cognates and be able to use them to tackle unfamiliar words in 

French, English, and other languages.  
• Be able to construct short texts on familiar topics.  
• Meet the end of Key Stage 2 stage expectations outlined in the national curriculum for Languages.  

Inclusive Curriculum 

At Stoneraise School, we believe that every child can make progress and achieve. We ensure that our curriculum and the teaching 
and learning opportunities provided meet the needs of all of our pupils. We respond to pupils’ diverse learning needs, and seek to 
identify potential barriers to learning quickly. We support parents through EHCP needs assessments and work closely with specialist 
teachers to ensure our curriculum is accessible. Targeted support through our Assess Plan Do Review cycle and resources are then 
used to ensure all pupils are engaged and confident learners. Pupils with SEND are monitored regularly and communication 
between pupils, parents, staff and external specialists underpins their success. 
 
The role of governors 

Our governors determine, support, monitor and review the school's approach to teaching and learning. In particular they:  

• support the use of appropriate teaching strategies by allocating resources effectively;  
• ensure that the school buildings and premises are used optimally to support teaching and learning;  
• check teaching methods in the light of health and safety regulations;  
• seek to ensure that our staff development and our performance management  

o both promote good-quality teaching;  
• monitor the effectiveness of the school's teaching and learning approaches  

o through the school's self-review processes, which include reports from the headteacher, senior leaders and subject 
leaders, and a review of the continuing professional development of staff.  

 

 



 

Monitoring and review of this curriculum document 

Senior leaders monitor the school's curriculum planning and implementation so that we can take account of new initiatives, 
research or any changes in the curriculum. We will therefore review this policy every three years or sooner if required.  

  



Long Term Plan 

Within each unit, lessons must be taught in order as they build upon one another.  Units must be taught in the suggested order as our 
scheme is progressive and, although the vocabulary focus of each unit is different, grammar concepts and skills are gradually 

developed throughout the course of a year.  



 





 



 

 
 
 



Curriculum Progression Map 
 

 



 



 



 
 



Link to National Curriculum mapping: https://www.kapowprimary.com/featured_documents/french-curriculum-overview-featured-
document 
 

 
 
 
 
 


